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Introduction

I

\. t

.
,

The following dhapters_describe various aspects of lesson
. .

'and use of the PLATO systeth at Chinute APB. The/first chapter ("AspeCts
. .

, .

of Lesson T itbduction at Chanute") describes thOse factors that were
.

production

most influential in affecting the creative process. The second ( "Computer-

Aided Management atilhanute)'~concerns the use of the PLATOsystem for

data management, tudent testing, and other related CMt aspects. The

last chapter CA Survey of Chanute Lesson Development Techniques")

discusses the development of eight lessons in specific terms and howl

these ;.espons were modified to increase their chances of validatiOn.

'It is hoped that taken together tRese.studies will provide Some insight-

into the. development and utilizationoof CBE materials at one military

installation.

1
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CHAPTER 1: ASPECTS OF LESSON PRODUCTION AT CHANUTE

Abstract

The purpose of this study is to examine thehe process of lelson

it*

oduction attChanule AFB durihg the ,period of ISD involvement. The

port considers four major fa'ctors influencing lesson production:
V

implementatOn of the "lean approach", the ISD role in pesson,produc-

tion, the transfer of programmed instruction techniques to CBE, and the

'general method of lesson production (group Ns. individual). Each.

factor is discussed in terms, of its effect on the quantity and quality

.

of lesson production. This report was submitted to the Chanute PLATO

author staff for their comments and suggestions.

0
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Background and (thlectives

4 ,

Introduction

This study is intended to describe some aspects of lesson develop-
.

ment.ftt Chanute. It focuses on the process' as It unfolded during an

important period of the project's existence: June 1974 to June 1975%

This was,a crucial phase of the project when the'Instructional System

-Development (ISD) group assumediddr ction of the PLATO effort. ,A

definitive description of the site hi, is not warranted here.

For further details, consult Himwich, 77 d Dtmen et al., 147).

Only the highlights of the process wil vered in this study.

It is hoped that the results of this treatment will be generaliztble to

other PLATO and/or CBE installations.
f

,

A

/,

.,

iMethod of Approach

i
,

given the constraints as indicated above, the following factors will

1
-

.

..'

' 3 ,be disctissed:

... 1. implementaiibn_of the 'lean approach" qk lesson production;

1

2. ISD involvemnt in lesson productiA;*

3, transfer of programmed instructionitechniques to CBE;

4.' general methodmof lesson production.
.

Specific characteristics of ipdI,4dual lepsorr have already been discussed

(Klecka, 197(7a, 1977b). In the present study, the factors that were

4IW

al

considered to have the mose,significant effect oh gesswprddIttion

at Chanute were chosen for detailed investigation. ,

1' 11t
,

4'
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. ,

,..,..' 4, ... 1,7; $ n
.,

. .
Impleme,. n, df'ehe;"1..4n Approach" to tesson Productionpt

, -s, .- ",'.t. ' , .

4 P.
I-.

I

The lessong. MT). 45_4* ute Wei.e..ptoduced according to the.
1.%

. .,
basic philosophy

.

of the so-called "lean approach". This Consist of

incorporating the !Safe essentials to covgr the training dijectivet. without?
... /r_''-

any extra "fat" that might be construedsas overteaching the student. The
. " 1 ..... .

( emphasis is on traini4 personnel. Consequently, only enough:Eext is

* given:to describe the.subjekt matter and only a few questions are asksd -'
id. .

of the student'imthe course of the lesson.

'' In Chanute's lessons, t1 deui's progress is measured by a matching,
,. ...

te.wrat' the end of the lesSon:, t is is Pierown as-the Master Validation'

Exam (MVE) which was used originally fordn;uripgthat 90 rqf the studentA

4
gdAng througkl the lesson scored 80% or better on the test. The test and

.

the philosophy of the lean'approach make a clear distinction between what

a student NE
-

DS to know and what is NICE to know but is not ESSENTIAL to."

rthe performance of the task beiug taught. The dean approanh, when
1

,

strictly lied, comp rises -know material only. (The emphasis is
.

'>-,

necessary since references to the eau approachare used tO justify the.

specific apects of individual lessons: see Klecka, 1977a,1677b.7

The Mission of the Air fdkce teadical-training id"to produce at

Minimum ost qualified individdals %V can effectively petform.their duty.

Thus; t estudents are given in5puction ,only for their particular field
r

of'spe ializatio*. Everything within this training fratewOrk relates to

that specialized area, ae leasi in theory. There is no interest in giving

amr
a br id range of theory and pragtice in seVerardifferent areas, as is the

casFj in the private sector, such as a
t

university, ,This would be,

N.

12
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prohibitively expensive and would serve n6 useful purpose, if the Air
. ,

5

I

lt
,

Force's:view. The airman is preparedqo do a specific j8b,:that and no
I

.oth,er.

73 Characteristics

The generaf,characterisfits of the lean approach can be distilled

P I .as folitws: r
- s

:,,.1..k. presentation of, only material i '
performing a specific 'task;

..

..

2. presentation of the minimum amount of such,essential .
material to ensure sdequate-perfomancelA,,,, 4'

,

3. testing the student op .a.few impoctant tem§/components
,
that are sufficient to indicate familiat4yNkth the
subject matter (i.e., the test Samples the content
area add is not,comprehensive);

0 0.
4. ,writing the materidls origi lly in an overly lean

fashicin because avertealzhi is relatively more,
,-, -tidfficult to'detect than un erLeaching; later the .

10tons are ushOTed'up" where necessary toachievehe
desirtd mastery.

. .
'

.i- . ,'
:

6.. The specific' characteristics-of the lean approachAlthen applied to

.% ,. . . ...
CBE Ynstructign at Chandle include the preparation of materials with

40.

I
"no' frills" (Dallma, 1975,' p.64): that is,,d-

J. little'hranching except for fof'ced review; .

,

% 2 1 multiple' choice .quesiions acid answers; . .,,

0,, , e
. .

, 3. nide f;gdback fo'r correct or especiAlly'foranCani;ct --

answers; ' 1114
..

. .

2,

4. fewelaborate diagrams tg,accompany and elucidate text;
il t 41,

lt 44

JV. ..little student control, of kmovement within.the le.sson;
.1,

T

f

6. 'sizeable instructional steps, and

7., perceptible reliance on the techniques of programmed
'instructibn for CBE lesson construction.

,a

r



-These chara4teristics are Significant 'since CBE IfeSSons are comparatively
I

04 "expensivk to produce: .Thus, idcluding "frills" was expensive,and of,

.111 doubt.ful Nellie, in the Air Force's view. AlthOughthig philo ophy was
. I I

4 2

sometipes distasteful to authors and reviewers, it was defended on the

basis of cost- effectiveness.

11.4.scussion

The "no frills" approach to lesson

create' fficient..lessons quickly: that

material concisely and without elaborate

Owever, some of the lessons examined in

production was implemented to
.

is, lesgons that presented the

diagrams or lengthy disaussions.

the individual reviews had

elaborate, slow-Co-appear diagrams The presence of such schematics

would stem.to deviate from the ISD.philosophy; this is especially true '

since comptahenSion of the diagrams seemed unnecessary for successfully

completing the fir*. exam.

The lean approach philosophy carried over to the area of remediation

for incorrett,answers on individual questions, as well as the end-of-lesson

test itself. In these cases, no special help units.were constructed

but the student was merely forced back through' material he had already.

seen in order to hopefully comprehend it the second time around. The

amount of space required for the lesson to be studied on -line would remain

the same when this typeof remediation Was used. Because implementation

of this technique reduced or at least did not worsen the computer storage

a
.problem, it was a favored approach; Poore "important, it did not require

the creation of new material and was thus.quicker and more efficient than

constructing additional help units.

.

14
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a

Examples of a deviation from the lean apprOach have been detumented

(Klecka, 1977a) OccasAohally, text was presented which was not tested

directly and thus did not fall within the less= objectrve of passing

the MVE. Conversely; Aohe lesson objective, being very broad, impliedthat

a vast amount of material would be covered. Irkactuality, only the
4

briefest introduction to the subject waspregented: ,Thus, adherence to

this,philosophy of lesson constructkn was not universal.

Summary

In'theory, the lean apprOach sounds very appropriate for implementing

Air Force technical training: to give the airman the minimum but adeqUate.
-

amount'of prepAration for the actual field experience where he,will rea111,

learn his. job'. In practice, Chanute authors found it hard to follow that

approach rigorously and hence some aspects of the lesion materials varied

in emphasis and adherence to it. Nevertheless,,sqaftered individual

reports from other bases (e.g., persona/ interview) have indicated that

the current level of CBE training is probably adequate for basic prepara-

tion A the airman. Field evaluations indicate average or above average

results (Dallman et Al., 1977). However, it does not follow that this

was due either to rigorous or relaxed applications of the widely-publicized

lean approach.

7
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ISD Role in Lesson Production k

Involvemint

o.

At Chanute during the period covered -by this study (mid '74 to
A.

mid '75), the Instructional System Development (ISD) group directed the

process by'which the CBE lessons woad be prepared. This group had,primary

responsibility (or a developmkntal proces,known as they'front-end

v
analysis ". It consisted of 'the following element

1. preparation of,a task analysis, a speci4lized process
which encompasses describing and analyzing the.job
tasks,-in oide; to determine appropriate training
(Department of the Air Force, 30 January 1974);

.2. etermination of skill_levels for perforiing the
'required task(s);

3. preparation of yhe lesson objectives;
#

4. 'creation of criterion tests to check the performance
level of the students.

.

The PLATO authors were snot inVlved in :the preparation .of the analyses

. - .

,.nor in the composition of the coarneht pa.
,
parts.

Initially, the ISD staff beli&ed:that-the PLATO author start, was
/ ,

.,1 i

sufficiently qualified and experienced that a further breakdown 'fir
, . e..

.1k
guidelines for either subecf matter or instructional design

wOulld

not )

.

he neede&. Indlrd, estiMat6a:-that materials .cou0,be produced whin

arrange of a a4i -hours /contact -hour ofinstruction (eatly inte vie

I. '.
project head) &) 100 hours/contact-hour (Dallman, 1974, p. 2). These

/.

estimates were made despite the fact that'a preliminary expenditure,

445 man-hours/conta. t-hour-(Green, 973, p. 27)'was required to produce a

rough draft and 650 hours /contact -hour toproduce a finished lesson

(Main ef al., 1973, p. 38-j). Similarly,.,it was known that Aberdeen!

- '16
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.required slightly ,less than 300'hours of effort for each contact hour of

.material produced (Dare et al., 1975, p. 85).

In the preliminary stages of the_:project, the-author staff may have

been especially critical of the ISD prepared materials for two reasons. \

First,,because the authors had not taken part in the.f.#-onv-'end.analysis

an,* because of limited communication between the groups (e.g., 'sepa'rate,

9

offices), the authors proceeded-= the basis of the documentation

futlisPed by the ISD staff without the background hnd rationale behind

those documents. ASecond, the ISD staff expected to achieve a dramatic

speedup in less.on production by eliminating some, of the Styles,

and strategieS 14hich authors found interesting and motivatings but which ,

- ISD found unnecessary.

dor

.

The lesson'objectives were also prepared in'advance for the authorS. .

These usually consisted of a standard approach toward the material in the

.

lesson (i.e., "without reference, identify basic, facts-and state 'general.

operating principles of r% ). This ,goal ,had to be satisfied by

.-.
.

passf an end-of=lesson test with an 80% or highe'r score. The striking

0. :' - similarity in the format of theobjectives within different lesson lies
.. .

thgii the ISD group and the people in Charge o4 the- -

vehicle course itself. The authorpuTeet provided with only the _general

°topic of each lesson. They had few guidelines abgut the breadth and depth
- t .

of the coverage desired. .Even the end-of-lesson tests were an imperfect

guide to, preparing the lesson;' they' only sampled the lessa tent.

Subsequent Revisions

The authors asserted that the material presented to, them by ISD was

veryincomplete and unsatisfactory. This was especially apparent in the

17'
I .
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s.

a.

4

4 ;

less* objectives andend-of-lesson tests:- it was the considered

- 7,

opinion of,the authors that these components were. not sufficient as

guidelines for the preparation of lesson materials. In view of these
, .

complaints, the ISD staff reversed its as Amptions and took a,rather
s

'
0

) conservative view of the authors' subject matter expertise and instructional.
4
.

;4

f ,,- *

-design experience. The following .majqp'revisiors were subsequently made
-I .4.

in the method of operation:'

1. the end-of-lesson tests (the master validatiort exams
or MVE's) were rewritten by ISD or in some cases
rewritten by the authotq and. approved by ,ISD or
vehicle course personnel;

2. teachifil points, a more. detailed outline of what the
lesson contained than presented by the lesson objec-
tive, were furnished by_ ISD to the author staff; and

3. -subject matter'expert§ (SME's) were brought .into the
.

project ,to lend their expertise to preparatiop of
lesson materials..

Thus,' delays caused by 'insufficient input from ISD to -the author staff

ranged from a few,days to a few weeks. These delays came at the commence-
/-

ment of lesson development, a crucial period for the author staff (Misselt,

1975; Pd 6).

The ISD distillation of raw material, was not without its benefits
, -

. *
r

for the authors: They were presented with some, of the material which they
N ,

....

could shape and mold according to their specific inclinations. That, is to /

I ..e
.4- - . .

. . ._. . r-' u
say... the authors did not have to "start from Scratch" (always a painful '

\I' 1, . 4 . .

procedure) but had something to Work with right away (i.e., the teaching

points). ,Nevertheless, the authors were more highly constrained in the

- .., A

mod fieerelationship to the ISD staff and raised objections about certain
'. .

jIS'D components (i.e.? the MVE's mgntioned above). 0 erall.however, the

-

18



I - . ,

. CBE development/.

. .

isp group prdvided str,dctureand organization in this area of nascent

I

, )

ialo some feedback frdM the ,ISD grodp during and after/
the leson.wriing qtage. The .ISD,Obrs. . wou b:.:

. , _

ding a
10 4 . - r. ,

. r.
question. here ior-ittiero, Their comments reirrfcse,d" the basic ISD strate

. . . ,

.

1 ' - '1 ,

o

4 % 't -
of prodUeing tesFons: :lessons were to bt cciMposed of- narr ive portions

.4.
.

; .1 ,
,

.
- .

.

with a% few questions,; ihterspetsed,' mfieTT7./hat at tandom. At the dnd of the
.

lesson i
,

ne
.

?student w uld \take" a ,nest td ;eetf%fi fled' met the objective.
4,

...,
...

.
, % 1,

; , a.it-
. % . ;. .,

,,,.

Thqs, the ISD group efered mainly, dinior-ditions

'

of ohanges'ratheT than.' .4 . .
4 4

I a '. .'radical, instructional strategy- modiftcaLlohs,
, .Y

.,

77 .
lik

.

..
Sumnpry

. ,

-
'

It can De, aedd t 'la group ofrerea -t ne ,authOrs
%.
st'artjng

11 4 .

6 '
.

point for the Composik 9n of the Aolluail,. 14hAt tmerka
4,
typically we's

.' .-. . . . . -
----,

i

. ,, , . .

.

a Lesson whose uilirid- i.e. , the vbjectIves and-"ttaatifig _points") was -' ,

detentainid by thrfal ,p eserne l but with Ole:.majority of its speific ,

.T:-.--'r : 0

aspects beta( cieated, b AutIllor with 'input. from out'se at'aff.

. ::
t''''

% "', ' ' .4,. '0.
,-..._._

Either , because , o fe

'imp,
traiittar CT bk4Gause" ofrsctements' and sugge,stdons

': \. .t... -,.! .
'.

'
.

from the ISD
\

SD staff , ,,efIdea ors*,Tegtuiring-'initial investment for poten-
.

r. , .. - % '

: 4 tial long-tdiMtpayoff were not; investigated. . ,

.
.

-.c-
.. ' ' . . li . ,

\

. The it6 group coneent -atdd oh..a,low4Isk, low-ptential-gain method'
. , ,

.

1of operation: This apprIcac was ptob'hbly .j ds tif ied by the' project obj ddn -....Ar-
.

tivea. and the hiatory of tile site. A knowledge (of that, history aids the

.. ,

..,

'f:',
. . '_ .

understanding of why lessonsroduced,iat.Chanute are, inseneral, not

k..,
../

' ,P, . I I
"flashy", or "clever', but. non script anti methodical. The creativity of

the. authors may have been limi ed.by t6se 'constraints ; 'in' addit ion , no

radical modifications to theb ISD starting point were permitted due to
.,

their ostensible cost-consciousn sq>,

1 9
.

4
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Tr4risfer of Programmed Instruction Techniques to CBE,

Influence 1

A

4 .

The writing of CBE materials at Chanute followed the traditional

approach toWard,lesson development: "that is, the pddagogical strategies
/

,.. , .

of programmed instruction (PY): Specifically, the structure of the lessons
1

t .

. tend dZtO be 'inear in constr,Ftion

j .help'ng'units. Also, the use of gr

consistent Oith the adoptiqn of the

with little branching po optional or

. '.
r

aphical

1

d splays was sonwhat lipited,

0lean a proach to production;

Torthe most part, the inditT.idual lessons shared a common. format

consisting.of the following .elements:,

1. statement of.the objective;

2. text portions with limited intetractioni

3. end-;64Zlesson test (4ster validation exam or MVE).

As mentioned previously, isp influente was most- strongly felt'in the
.

constru tion of the.objectives and MVE:S;.. however, there,was little control
2

on their ,part for the textual portions of the lesson. The ISD staff-

merely indicated that the teXel'4k tailored to the subject matter of the

lessons, but it was up-to the'indfvidual author to'design these sections.

An additional factor encouraging the utilization of the PI format

. may have been the limited knowledge that some"of the authors had in the

use of various TUTOR language commands. Fewer and simpler commandg

(i.e., -at-, ,write -) would be needed for a linear lesson with little

. '

branching.'. Also, the imited use.of "hints" after-an incorrect answer in

the programmed instruction approach may-have lent itself readily to-4,

incorporation within the "bare-bones." framework. There was little incentive

20
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to provide extensive remediaticm sequences either After an incorrect

response was siven or in a separate help unit.

Discussion
.

" .

41.

The above Considerations have validity, particularly in terms of

_ prOlftlika largd quantity of instruction!while minimizing costs. However,
. . ..

it must 11e pointed out that the PLATO system offers many, capabilities for

prese,Fing instruction in efficient and effective formats that have not

been explored at chanuei Individual branching for remediatfon 'or extra

information has wide application for improving the effectiveness of the

instruction. Specific answer contingencies for pre-determined incorrect

respfonses can also .be used to provide the student with appropriate remeidia-,
'4W

tion. Immediate -knowledge of results on end-oflesson tests can giv the

k student helpful feedback on his level of proficiency. Hence, Chanute'i

implementation may be described as.attempting to achieve cost-effectiveness'

)1.-
by holding development.costs to a minimum, rather than by

Catly
reducing

the training needed by use of e?aborate pedagogy or student management

strategies:

Effect on Attitudes

Special Purpose Vehicle Maintenance instructors were asked for their

views on the results of usingvarious forms of instructional aids (i.e.,
-

Visual, PLATO lessons, study, guides/workbooks; lectures,. laboratory; and

programmed instruction). Although the supiey'was limited to a small

database (17 respondents), it may, be infOivative to consider their feelings

an PI. Most of the respondents disagreed wits the statement "I get very
II.

1
good results using programmed texts (avetage: 3.89 on a 0-9 very

tl

or.

1
For data and results of the questionna 'e, see Dallman, et al., 1977.

.21
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strongly disagree - very strongly,agree scale). They were non-committal '

-*

on the PLATO lessons (5.55). The standard devigtions for the above items

were 2.14 and 2.15 respectively.

Summary

It is of course obvious that few techniques such as extensive hints.

Or remediatioa sequences have been explored,in the Chanute lessons even.

though little extra effort would have been required. The heavy reliance

..on tried-and-true, even stereotyped, training techniques precluded this-

sr

utilizatipn. The limited skill of the authors with the TUTOR programming
a

language may haveeemanother factor. However, the restrictive influence

of the programmed instruction format was probably instrumental in the

limited employment of selected PLATO system :Capabilities.

.

4

1PF
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General Method offlikon Production

A variety of organizational, structures have been used, in 'PLATO

courseware development, and many groups have ltered their structure-in.

keeping with shifting:goals of various points in thjg,project's history

(ligler, et al., 1976). Such was also the case at Chanute: . In the early
, 4

phase Of'the project,'the authors worked independent1S, on lessons in their
SI

own area of content expertise and instructional experience. In this mode,
C-

there were no guidelines for a commons instructionaPstrategy and the

authors had considerable freedom in developing their individual styles.-

Each had responsibility for content and lesson strategy as well as

the actual TUTOR coding. This mode of operation can be considered the

"individual approach".

Tarter, when the project goals changed to encompass develerment of CBE

materials as part of an extensively revised curriculum, it became Obvious

to the new project director .(the head of the ISD staff) that a restructuring

of the PLATO authoring group was required. In the first place, it became-

necessary for some authors to develop materials for content units that they

had not taught previousy and in which they had had no special training.

Hence, their subject matter expertise vas not broad enough to include

these newly assigned,areas. Secondly, the ISD leader and his staff were

nit comfortable with:the instructional strategies evolved by the individual

authors. This concern was due in parr to the inexperience or the ISD

team with CBE as a medium and, more importantly, because elaborate
. -

strategies,were not iequired for the limited objectives' and fundamental

nature of the content planned for the new curriculum. The ISD group

20
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6 wanted to work' with "proven"'strategied rather than "experimental" ones.

To overcome the twin deficiencies of specialized content expertise

and,Lnstructional design philosophy and Training, the ptoject direc-

tor instituted a "team" approach to development of the required

materials. This approach is described in the following section. It

is contrasted with the individual approach, used extensively at an early

stage of the project and also concurrently with the team approach in

some instances.

Team Approach

For a majOt portion of the project effort at Chanute, a variety

of team approaches was considered an 'optimum way,to produce the most

efficient and maximum number of effective CBE lessons. Although.several

authors had previously been instructors in the vehicle maintenance

course for the bulk of the period during which most of the PLATO L ewns
. ,

, . .

.

were produced, the production managers for the PLATO lessons assumed,
'S

when it 'came to curriculum development, that the auttpri themselves had

/

little subjectmatter expertise and less instructional programming

experience. An instructor may have 'taught a specific block of instxpc-
0 . , .

tion several times, but he might know very - little about the material

in other blocks. The authots were all recent instructors, but were

riot experts in material for all topics for Which they'wrote lessons.
Al

In this view, the main thing that the authors could provide was a

facility, albeit'a limited one, in the TUTOR programming laniugage..

to remedy this deficiency, th'e following tri-partite organization

was suggested for a typical production team.

2

ti
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1. An instructional designer., ISD staff (part-time),
who acted as a resource to:

a. aid authors who voluntarily sought him
P

out; and

b. 'review lessons and eliminate ndn-essential infor-
nrmtion.

0

2. A TUTOR author or programmer, PhATO sear (full- time).'

3. A subject-matter specialist (SMS), course staff (part-
. time), who acted as a resource to:

a. provice content for the programmer; and

b. provide subject matter expertise for the authors.

In additi/on, Other course instructors (not assigned to thkprojeca

L

were also cons ted as well as reference books, old manuals, and other

related materials. This organization was necessitated by the belief that

one person alone could not contribute 1 the.expertise and experience

'needed for effective and efficient lesson/production. .

.The operating principle ias that this method would succeed in pro7

ducing lesson material and in time the organization could be modified.

'The TUTOR'aut4or could gain some of the instructional pregrammr's

expertise as each coulod learn from the other: In fact, it was believed

that the author and instructional programmer could produce le ona inde4

pendently ofeach other, but there would always be, a needfor.an SMS to

assist both. There are several subject matter areas within the vehicle

maintenance group that would necessitate individual specialists in-these

areas on a continuous basis. In addition, the va5ious SMS's could not

.

\learn the TUTOR langu4ge quickly enough to be efficient at lesson production,

in their individual areas of content expertise.
;

2t7
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The lessons were reviewed both while inl-progress and also after a-

.first draft wa's completed. Usually an SMS examined it for accuracy of

content, although in ari interview, 'forme] staff member commented that

occasionally two SMS's would disagree on the "correctness' of a particular

point. The lessons were also, evi,ewed by, other members of the group;

.these "peer re isows9 Were viewed, positively for their contribution to

improving theMaterials, according to former Chanute authors. Reviews by

"outsiders" MTC, AFHRL) were considered to,have little'value,
A

since,ivwas believed that the external reviewers would not be awareof

the problems and'constraintsunder which the authors had to works:-

Independent Approach
. .

sense were any of the authorsfully independent of other
S
o

members o the Chanute PLATO project or the vehicle course personnel.

Subject matter specialists and /or other staff-members had to be consulted

. ,

from time to time for assistance in coding or composing particular sec-

tions. 'However,' as the author gained familiarity with the subject matter

and the TUTOR language, there was a natural tendency to become less
,

reliant on (Alters and more dependent on oneself. An additional tactor.- ..
-

.
. ,

. , .

might havesben the desire to increase the production rate Of the

lessons or even try out more individualized approaches to lesson construe-

tion.

Summilry

t.
Since precise data on rates of lesson production wire not kept, it is

difficult to evaluate the Access of the grodOiniividual approach in

cost - effectiveness. H6Wever,,according to fopuer authors at Chanute who

were interviewed:\the group approach had some merit an& proved to be a

26
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viable mode pf operation. In theory, it'brought together"thenstruc-'

tional designer, the cotglter programmer,- and the subject matter

specialist to poql.their resources. ,In practice, not, all members-oWtle
o

team cont%ributed equally, and thLis one or more members haktp work

somewhat independently in order to produce a draft version of the lesso n.

. a

ogo

p

fit

or

0
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Conclusions.

.V
The instructional strategies and managerial techniques of the ISD

staff were successful for increasing the, lesson production rate to a

level.so that materials for the entire vehicle repair course could be

produced in the allotted time with,the existing staff. 'Management by f
ISD caused a restructuring of tasks, procedures, and roles into a team-

,.

oriented prodUction-staff: Instructional design,by ISD meant curtailing

experimeneal approaches and adoption of standard strategies and techniques.

By introducing the lean approach and enforcing the rule, of ."no new

strategies, no new hardware", both a flOor aid a ceiling were placed on

the potential, successfulness of the final product. Specifically,
ti

because familiar, PI-like traditional teaching' techniques were employed,

64.

the instructional materials htd very little probability of'failing to

teach adequatet9 and.were Also very unlikely to produce sweeping gains

in,perfar! mance;.,retention,.attitude, or time sayllgs.
f, .

.
, 0'

,

, l'=;AlOtough departures from, the ISD techniques lind guidelines. can be
-1: :*r.

-% Ar 10--
found, in general the materials follow this conservative philoophy.

Though some decisions about lesion design seem to have been made on the
,

basis of expediencrrather than I$D principles, the resulting training

0

-

curseo-has nevertheless met its objectives.
- .

4
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CHAPTER COMPUTERAIDED MANAGEMENT AT CHANUTE

t

Abstract

The ;purpose of this study -is to examine one organizatioWs effor

to reduce the time and cost while improvi4ng the effectiveness of various
4

management functions-by udp..4g the PLATO IV computer-based education

(CBE) system. The site selected for thig'1/4stucly was Chanute Air Force

Base, whose PLATO project staff made extensive use of- the data.collectidn,

and-retrieval, student records, and other available resources of the 41v opo

'computer system. Thedata collected included student.test scores and

._specific responses to individual test questions.. The need for such data

collection and management of- student'performance cores has been previously
. 2

pointed out:- This report was submitted in draft form to Chanute PLATO.

. staff for their comments and suggestions.
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Introduction

#1,

the purpose of this study is to examine one organization's efforts

to reduce the time and cost of various management functions in a military

44.

training environment by using the PLATO IV computer-based education (CBE)
. . , 1,

system. The site selected forothis study was Chdhute Air Force Base,
o

.

t
.

whose PLATO'projeCestaff_made elitensive use of .the data collectiA p

/41,'

,student records, and
,

.
yother software resources of the CBE sste.41,

.
m.

,
.... ;.:... ..

: data collected includedstu.dent test scores and specific responses i,(:)'.",
. , ,. .

. .
i

.
. . .

individual questions. The need for such data collection and management -

of student performance scores has been prevl7ously pointed'out (Dallman,

1975a, p. s;). ,

order to gather data for the Service Test of PLATO IV at Chanute,

. . 14
the Training'Reseirch Applications Branch (TRAB) and the instructor per-

.
o

sonnel:in tlie tatget,cou6es administexed pre- and post7tests, recorded
rw ,

. -.5 . . ,

student block grades, remedial instruction ttme,and washback rates (Dallman,,

1974, p. 4).. Since the completion of the data collection for the Service.

Test, similarcourse management activities'have been carried on by the

reorganized PLATO authoring stafrin cooperation with coarse instructors.

The capabilities of the, system haye been used in order to, make data

4ftbllectiOri and management more efficient and to,ease the burden of the

instructors from time-consuming tasks.
'14111.

TOaeiaghit of this report is to describe the management applications
..44/.4 4

'of PLATO firt,,Chanute. Chandte's techniques are not presented as an optimal
. ,

way to utilize all system data-related-management capabilities but as an

example of one site's initial efforts in this area.
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Selected Capabiliti,s'Othe PLATO iV Syrstem.
I _-

The PLATO IV CBE system 'has many capabilities for data collection and

retrieval that can-be employed by the'average user. Like any advanced

computer- system, it can manipulate databases to provide.:141mxmation...for

decision- making or record-keeping. It is especially convenient to use

the system to monitor orsManipulatyinformation that is geperated by
,

-

on-line student use (e.g.% test scores, response0 s to interaction, accessing

ot "help" sequenCes, etc.). The collected dataare available when needed

by the instructor to monitor the student's prdgress and/or detect'the need

for remediion.

Figure 1: MVE Tines and Grades,

:116\ tomvel.

,*STUDENT NAME TIME GRADE TIME GRADE TIME GRADE TIME GRADE
....

anderson 4 75 2 80
2

....

,

blake 11 100

cole 7 90. 3 85
.

corman 9 100
.

-.flynn
.

85

. arri..s 5 75 2 60 2 75 '. 1 100

kelly 60 95 -
.

murdock 8 75 5

----Th

00
.

_osttowski
...

4
!

stewart
.

7 /95 :tyl

'''

100

thompson 5

.

85
..

'

.

.

.

OM,

3 3

Oz.
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UtillizationofSmtem Management Capabilit4s

r
Monitoring Student's Progress

'

Data, including scores on tests and individdal responses to test

items, have been collected, for Students in the Special Rurpose Vehicle
",

course, In addition, data have bee; collected for students in the General

Purpose Vehlle course. , For the latter co the data were of a

. longitudinal nr chronological variety and.also included course completion

times and bi-weekly tests known"as block pdms.

Chanute PLATO author staff created programs -to collect and display

'a variety of student performance data. In the on-line student roster,

(maintained on the PLATO system), the student is listed by last name, and

thus cores on.the masper validatjon exams (MVE's) are recorded along with

the amount of time that the student needed to finish each.tet (Figure 1).

The. number of minutes needed for, completion of the MVE is important since

it probably indicates the student's level of knowledge anerate of progress'

as well as-showing. the instructor whiciistudent!fre having difficulty,

with the material. That is, a long completion time and a'low score may

indicate the need for remediation or at least consultation with the

student to ascertain a possible problem with comprqhension-, while a fast

completion time coupled with a high score' suggests some. proficiency in that

area.

While collecting the student responses and grading the test, the

computer implements the scorin4 fo'rmul ori"correetion factor" in use at

Chanute (total score = (number correct) [1/4 x number wrong]). Thus, the

mathemaiical grading functions that would have to be performed manually by

34
4
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the instructor can now be performed much more rapidly and - accurately by

the tomputer. Inildiftion, student data can be stored for selective

retrieval by the instructor or student: the instructor can use the

data to determine the student's level of proficiency and the student can
fp.

monitor his own progress and/or need for remediation. In addition, the

test itself may. need to be modified.based on the results of st gnt data

collection. That process of test modification is discussed in a later

section.

Information Storage and Retrieval

The data that are collected are easily accessible to instructors

and/or their superIisors. The options available in ttie,Chanufe

-information retrieval package are listed on thel.ndex page of the pro-

"Ngram (Figure 2): A permanent record of the desired data can be produced

by means of the Varian, copier (a ,device attached to a'PLATb terminal

to record images from the screen display) in the authors' office at

Chanute. The number of instructor and/or supervisor comments relating'

to questions on the tests is listed (Figure 3). The comments can also.

be accessed by the instructor or supervisor from the same information

retrieval package.

The infOrmation reuired by Air Force Form 668 for recording

test scores has beep placed on-line (Figure 4). The responses'from

e students are now recorded automatically after they take a test

and the form is filled in withouethe instructor's interventior14. The'

effort needed for what was once a "time consuming clerical function"

(Dallman, 1975,-p.53) has been reduced from about an hour to

35



Figure 2: Test Times and Grades

INDEX -.

Choolione

a) UPDATE
b). LESSON TIME - copy
c) MVE TIME/GRADE --copy

'd) BLOCK TEST - c6py

Info on last update

Data file name: spdata
Date updated 01/01/76

,Time updated : 12.43.29

The date is 01/05/76 The time is 15.25.30

Figure 3: Instructor/Supervisor Comments for each Test

/

TEST #

111,
. -I

# TIMES

ADMIN

2

112 6

113 4

211 2

212 4

213 3
r

t 311 6

.

'# INSTR - # SUPV
:

COMM COMM

2 2

5 4-

'4-- . 4 . -

2- 2

-4 4

3 3

4 4

36
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Figure 44.---0n-Line AF Form 668

t

Class # 760414ad 11 Students

Test # t113
r--

incorrect responses
correct

a b' c d answers

i 3 0 0 0 b

2 0. 0 0 2 I- c
,.?

3 0 0 0 Of .a ,

4 o 0 1 ', O ''-' , b

5 0 0 0' ,0 d

6 0 0 0 0_ c

7 0_ 0 0 0

8 0 0 4 1 0 d

9 `;0 0 °0 0"' b

10 0 0 0 0 a .

11 0- 1 0 0 d
J

12 0 6 o 0 c

13 1 0 0 0 b

14 0 0 0 0 d

15 ,0_ 1 0 0 ' d
,

16 0 0 0 0 b

17 0 0- 0 0 'c

18 0 1 0 0 a

19 0 0 0 0 a

2Q 2 8 0 0 d

.

-DATA- for another, class

-LAB'- for composite
....,..

- SHIFT LAB- oljectives

-NEXT- choose another test

. . 37

..,
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10-20 minutes.' Since approximately 7 tests mare given during the 6-week

course by each of the 11 instructors and 12 of the 29 tests included

in the course have thus far been pia on-line, the time saved can be

4b-

calculated as follows:

7 tests" 12 tests 50 min , 1 hr , -
x x x x 11 instructors as

6 weeks 29 tests 1 avg test 60 min

4.5 instructor-hours/week

Thus, a total of more than 4 instructor-hours per week has been saved.

If all tests were on-line, i total savings of approximately 9 man-hours

per week could be projected. The net avings in dollars is difficult to

calCuAte since it is not known how many hours were required to produce

the original data collection lessons. Nevertheless, the benefits resulting
4

from the utilization of.such lessons are significant and widely applicable.

1
The larger saving was estimated by the instructors, while the more,

conservative estimate is found in the PLATO IV Data Automatibn Requirement
(DAR) endorsed by Major General Edwin W. Robertson II, on 9Aug76.. Depart-
ment of the A4-Froce, Headquatters Chanute Technical Training Center (ATC),
Chanute Air farce Base, Illinois 61868. Sec. 2.g. (3),"

411iP
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Spec0/. ific keplications of Data Managemeut

. .

Author Mode: POI Editor

, )

1,,) At one point in the project, it-was believed that plans of instruction
, -

(POI's) outlines for-teaching a particular segment of material, were r*. A-,
4

subject to a series of rapid, yet relatively minor format changes. Although/

the re-typing and reprinting times could barely k,gep up with the changed,

. the obligation...to haye an up-to-date copy of each POrremainell. In an, °
c . 441

effort to satisfy this requirement, work on an on-line programming routine

(an "editor") to4effect these changes was commenced. One of the Chanute

author staff was given the task of creating such an,editor N.thich would

allow POI's to be changed, with miramal effort.

A study of the potential cost- savings of the POI editor was included as

part of the contracttorwhich this report is being produced (CERL, 1975,

p. 38; also DaIiia*.-1975y,' p. However', aftgr the noun of the .contract

was finalized, the Chanute development effort was abandoned. Under normal .

e4,

conditions, the POI's are only changed on the avetage of once a year, and

consequently the need fOr such an on-line capability would be litited.

Though it was decided that work on the editor be suspended before a fully

operational routine was achieved, ,it should be noted that enough pork had

been done so that-it was possible for this evaluator. to prepare a working

editor after some minor empirical testing.
00-

Student Mode

Storage of student anpwers. An expanded version of a studeftt test

data collection package written at Chanute includes a Fisting of all

,responses for each question on a test (Figure 5). According to Air Force

39
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Figure 5: Listing of Test Item Respohses

. .

Class# 760203ac
.

Class average 91%
.

#Students 5 33

t113 # Wrong items

1 '2 3 4 5 6

Total '.

Wrong. Right

Gra

de 1 2- 3 4 5

. # 1 2 8 2 *3 0 0 15 18 100 0 ' 2', 1 1 1 3

# 2 0 1 3 2 1'- 1

-(

6 27 95 4 4 1 3. 0. 12

# 3 0'i0 2 '0' 0 0' 2 '31 90 1 4 -1 4 4 9 19.

6# 4 0" 0 4 1 0 0 5' 28 85 0

# 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 80 0 1. 0 1 0 ,0 2

# 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -33 75 0 0 0 0 0 () 0

-# 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 70 II . 0 0 0 0 0 0

# 8 0 , 1 0 0 2 a 31
,

65 0 0 0 0 0 0

# 9 0 1 - 0 0 . : . , 0 - 0 1 32
.

60 ,0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0

ii. 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 55 6 .0 0 0 0 0,

# 11 0 0 0 -, 1 0 f 0 1 32 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0"

#' 12 *0 0 0 "0
.

33 0 O. 0 0 0

#.13 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 31 40 0 70 0 -0 0 - 0 0

# 14 -. 0 0 0 0 0' 33 35 0 '0 )0 / if 0 0. 0

# 15 0 0 0 1 32 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

# 16 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 3.3.., 25 0 't) 0 0 0 0 , 0

# 17 0. 0 1 0 0 0 1 3, 20,0 ,,,p 0 o. 0,odplio
# 18 0 1 O 1 0 0 2 31 .15 K"."t2. 1 0. 0 0

# 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 33 10 0 0 0 0 0 0,400

.'11 20 4 3 3 10 0 0 20 1 5 0 '0 0. 0 0 0

( 4 0
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reulations, thd4nstructor and his supervisor are required to give a .

II._,_
.

written e4plaaatioh for any question on a test that is missed by all the .

. . lit
,

students, none of the students, or anSweregiwith,the same response by all ..

40

'thksstudents. When the PLATO system -is used for ,collection of indiAdual :

2 N,

itemriesRpnses1 the instructor and his supervisor-have all,the information. _

. I/ 410 k .
v . r.,

,

. , * ft*

readil ava.kiS to make a diagnosis of above problems.
>1 ...4

.

Data gathered in an analysis.Uf materials pioduced,"at ehanute al

A.... suggested that the test tem responses were fir fact used for v

'

modifications: that is, the test questions werelievibed to make t em
0. f

easier to understand. Fot further information, see the section on "Tests",

and Appendix II in Klegka. (197 7).

.Storage-of instrUctOr_cnuftents. The recording and storageof the

-

instructor dpimments.'have also been",automated (Fignie 6). After noting one
.

. .

OT more incidents requiri7 Analysis and commentary, the instructor can *

.

advancean e4planatian for the actual,student responses. .ThenAthe super-.
. *

;

41sor, bffore making his' own comments, can reviewtahe actual que'stion(s) .

1,44rI

,
.

,....,
.4°

a ,.. ., ....
along wri o served breakdown of the responses. -These.remarks are -,

ftf--- .
then stored'and are-madd accessible to- both instructors and other super-

* ..
. .

*

4 visors.. Both sets of commedts can pe'use'd to modify,M1he test question(s) .

t if/such aditon is.deemed appropriate. %

.
. _)

...

Ail-tile data necessary for making a coimment..are readily at hand. ,The
..

.
.

comments t mselvewtake the form of a -brief phrase ,or two giving a
.1

ggested'ex0 or for ihepa4iculv pbOnomenon'that odifirredi, Much

it

time is staled in makj.ng these.tolieis since the individualwteav papers
. ,

t!'
if 76'

need mot be drawn.fr one file and the comments selected from another file.

.i Ail can be viewed in a few minutes without the idttructor)leaying the
-

..

. 0.
$

- 4 1
,.. .
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Figure 6:.01T-Line File cs_., st uctor/Supervisor Commepts .

Class number / 7602-04

Instructor / blake

\'

9

35

Date / 05/05/76

test was reviewed and con§idered

valid. 60% of the

class missed question 20 seems

they. Were confused with

the pot ce of the oil

flow Rther Iran 'the h .of

oil flow. test was

critiqued in cilags,

Class number / 766204
e,

Supervisor, / rogers

Date / 05/05/76
r-

material pertaining to qifstion:20

is well covered in plato °

lessoft, squeAtion As valid: 3 444

' a

'

J 42

4

r

ti

7-

I

4
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At

terminal. The savings in time and effort of limited manpower is consider-
-16

able slime this review is a mandatory proedss, but it is not easy to estimate
. ,

ak
precisely how cost effective the new computerized system'is. Furthermore,

, V

the review prOess has been improved, in the opinion of. the Chanute instruc-
.

.'tor staff, bedause the presence of both data and comments in an easily

accessible, for9t encourages and,:fadilitates a more thorough evaluation.

Retrieval of data and. use. According to Chanute staff -who were inter-
-?

viewed, the instructors have accepted computerized data collection. At first,

14,'
-when they did not adequately understand the sytem or perhaps felt their jobs

were threatened by it,theAktructors apparently were not very enthusiastic.
<- V

However, after thq saw how their time could be bettet spent n individal-

,'ized help for their students and how much more accurate the PLATO IV system

' could be, their Own experience onvinced them of.its effectiveness.

r1
The reliabilitYof-the ()id manual system of recording data-'is not

known'precfsely. However, it was widely regarded by the Chanute staff As a

very laborious preiledureg: the results of block tests with 30 questions each

b

and 5 categories of,lossible answers ("ail through "e ")' for 11 stud'ent's per
,....

,.-
.

%

, ,
class Iliad to, be Eianscriblr Alternatively, when the instructors interacted

f - ....

directly with the computer,' rte necesvry proceduris for utilizing the data

collection routines were seento be quite straightforward'anti.less tedious

than the manual method of rnserting,numbers into a long AF form.
2

Or -line lessons were also used to maintain an up-dated report

,
on courses undergoing revrsiory:by the Instructional System Development (ISIS)

'

-I
,2This was report by PLATO project authors who trained the instructor

aff in the use of these routines and also provided a special lesson

help") as an on -line aid to the various data collection procedures that

e available AO

43
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1 '

group,(Figure 7).1 Projected dates were given for the work, or the course
40

'''

- -

.

was
,

marked as completed when it was:done. Thus; a continually updated

114

pictUre of the status of the course could be maintained and,easily accessed.

The instructors"concerned could be kept abreast of any developments related

their courses:

A pre-test has been put on -line so that prospective students can be

ranket aptroximately according to their probable achievement in technical
4

areas ("cha93"). Atone time a paper version of the pre=-test was used for
4 . .

1
five courses (25-30 udents per month) in the Department of Weapons System

Support Training td_tive the. instructors an idea of what types of students
, .

would comprise each new class. The test seemed to work well for students

' .

in the vehiele training' courses, tlor students-in other disciplines such
I,

4 ,, 16'. .

as airframe maintenance, it did notiad,equately reflect the likelihpod
- , ,,,:.,.*

:
of their success. -,

, . . A. , IP D 1) " ..
A

The pre-46 shows a definite vehiwlar orientation, and this may have
!do ,

been a cause of its limited valtdity.when used fo ther courses. The

pire7test is now adTinistered obly to vehicle maintenance stlidents. Here
' , , ,

too, the scores are 'storea'and*Preferenced ivy. surname ONolla the students are
,.6,..

.,- .

given an aptitude level. or 'the'f4lowing areas:. general, Mathematics,'

\tie. 4

vocabulary, easy and hard chnical. .
,

4

In all these areas 'of test administration, the differentroutines
.

.. .
, .

col ct and store the. data until 'the resultt are needed, In addition, the
4 - p -.4 .

.

I .

. at. 4 4r
file*s (1.4e., ston/o.locations on computer's.magnetic disk) can be cleared

out to 'hake room for new,listtof students when the instructors decide to

1

., - A, .

update thfm. The procedur(s for entering a)ew amiss and reinimializing the

dataSge bank appear be
AN

simple enough tasks so thatthe instructors
1.

.

.

.0
4 4

rv..

r
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Figure 7: Status of Courses under Revision

4.

TWSV

1. 2ASR4725I -81 Sep'76 , 104 hrs

2. 2ASR4725113-3 . May 76 80.hrs

3. 2ASR47251C-1 Dec 76 0 hrs

4. 3ABR47230 Sep 76 ,. 550 hrs

S. 3ABR47231A Comp 640 hrs
IL

6. 3ABR47231B Comp 480 hrs

7. 3ABR4O0C Comp 360 hrs

8. '3AZR47251B-1 Jun 76 80 hrs

9. 3AZR47252 -1 Dec '76 240 hrs
Q

10. 3AZR47252 -2 Dec 76 104 ,hrs
\ .

11. 2L14752 -3' Dec 76 \ 120 hrs

12. 3A2 k47252 -4 Dec 76 40 hrs

13. 3AZR47252 -5 Oct 76 40 hrs

14. 4AST47250 -1 ,Sep 76 80 hrs

15. 4AST47250'4 Dec 76 0 hrs

Explanation

Air= airman -basic resident (a beginning
course like the GPV and SPV courses).

r- ASR = temporary course for 3, 5, or 7 skill
levels (journeyman or advanced).

AZR = permanent course for 3, 5, or 7 skill
levels (journeyman -or advanced).

0

6

'65/07/76

re.
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0

do not,peed assisance from the project staff, aecOrding to the staff
,

members'consulted in an interview. In t'his application, the computef

allows a new servite'teits.,prtrvided'expeditiousfy. Unfortunately, no
_

cost savings is calculable. Presudably,the effectiveness of the instru6-
k.

tors is enhanced by early diagnoiis of ,students' potential problems.

The above views are based on lengthy interviews with the instructor stall.'

at,Chanutg.

""c.

4

4

4

4

A

7

39
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Conclusions.. 4

- During the planning stages of the projAht, Chanute 4taff found only '

limited management applications for the PLATO syitem. The capabilities

of the compUter became more significant. for handling the substantial

1

amount. of data collected during the formative delielopment period. As the

.project matured, the computer asjumed a larger role as the data- keeper for

managing students or 110Ormation about students.

) .441N,11

A precise cost/benefit analysis is. ifficult because many computer

applications allowed an improved quality to be achieved for a task which

had no criteriat For example, the existence orreadily available data

ii-

collection and management routines permitted and encouraged more careful

. _analyses before making decisions. Although "better decisions" are
1

certainly a desirable goal, it is difficult to determine a reasonable cost
4

for them in concrete, dollars-and-cents terms. In other cases, there is no

clear-cut way to tomieipp.Lanenraccura,cy of'computer-tabulated data against

previously unaudited entries or to'`assign an economic value tO the

_(presumably) more accurate data. ),

Many event, the use of the PLATO system In Chanute for tesgng and

data management was significant for the following reasons:

1. it freed the instructors from tedious,'time-consuming
tasks to give more attention to helping individual
students;

. it reportedly improved the accuracy in,recor.ding.
specific:reaponsee to quetions as"wellas the test
scores themsel'ves;

3. it aalowed rapid and convenient access to relevant data
for instructors and their supervisofi who bad need of
the informallebn;

4. it made retrieval of the 'actual test items as well as
the results of the tests readily accessible on-line.

47 . ' 1
ir
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Summary Tables

For the convenience of the reader, observations related to the

11
detailed data presented in the tables are given below.

1. Thrnunber of lessons used for dalla collection and
tenting of students as well as the number of times .

they are accessed indicates such use was of saostan-
tial importance to the operations of Fhadute: from
October 8, 1975 until October 1, 1976, these programs
were used for over 800 hours.

6

2. The amount of time originally expended by the authors
in the preparation of these programs'is diffitult to
determine since exact figures on production rates
were not kept; however,.

'3. -The Chanute Itaff indicated that approximately one
month was spent preparing the revised forms of those
piograns with old and new versions described in the
appendices.

4. Student response data h9,4 given aujhors guidance for
modifying and improving tests.

5. The Chanute author staff is continually'working to
improve ths,data collectiOn routines by streamlining
the programs to enable more efficient codink and
thereby reduee.EC8-Alsage.

6. Efforts to improve the data collection routines indi-
cate that these programs are considered useful ,for.-
the instructors and students, as well ad theauthor
staff.

11.

41
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Tables of Selected Test and"Data Management Files
:

Introduction

The following are descriptions of PLATO programs used for the

collection
I
of student respons- e s to.questions and scores on tests at Chanute

as well as sample tests themselves and other data collection programs.

Some comments on them are given, as well as the amount of space (EC
_-

needed, a factor involved in their utilization. Furthermore, in several

cases, there is an old-version of a program that has been or is being

phased out by a newer improved version requiring less space. Data are

AO
given fo bOthaversions in those cases. Readings were taken on September 15,

,1976 except where another, date Ps indicated.

' Explanation of Terms

1. High ECS = over 10,000 words

A large space tequirement would tend to make it diffi-
cult to use the lesson between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.
on weekdays when the system-wide demands for ECS are
greatest.

I

2. Usage: number of times lesion has been accessed and the
amount of time spent in the lesson since it was created
or since October 8, 1975 when accounts dAta keeping was
begu61n.

3. Non- Chanute: usage of lessons at other sites such as'
.ParklandCollege in Champaign.

40
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Program:.

Table 1: Test Item Response Collection

spshred668
ECS = 80t.5

Subject matter: AF form 668 -

Usage:

'Total
Chanute
Non-Chanute

(formerly-"cha25")
(formerly 11595) .

item analysis for test evaluation.

Uses . Hours"!

37,52 502.8
3138. 464.0
219 38.8

(Figures on usage as of September 20, 1976.)

Prograa: cha95

ECS = 6392
. 4 '

Subject matter! MVE results Vim datafile: daily appraisal of end=

Usage:

Program:

of lesson test results.

Total
Chanute
Non-Chanute

. chal39
ECS = 7163,

Uses Hours

274

55

219

16.2

. 2.2

14.0

Subject matter: Block and pre-test scores and analysis pre- vs. post-
test scores.

Options:

Observlition:

sqlr
Usage,;

rot

1. update file
2. student data'and test data
3. block averages

he figures for "chal39" are as of August 1, 1976.
Deletionof this program occurred after that date
since it had had limited use, according to Chanute
staff who were consulted on September 17, 1976:

Total
Chanute

%Non-than

1

Uses Hours

165 6.2
4 .1

161 6.1

NM%

43
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Table 2: Student Management and Instructo'r Help

Program: r charich (formerly "cha39")

ECS = 1500 (formerly = 3252)

Sdbject matter: Enrichment. lesson list

Observation:

Usage

Program:

OIL

The enrichment lessons were used when a student
.completed the assigned lesson before theltime period

was up. The purpose, according to one staff member,

was managing students who might otherwise have wan-
dered around the room and interfered with other
students still working.

Uses Hours'

411;(111

2244 60.9

ute 2194 57.2

Non-Chanute . 50 3.7

cha93
ECS = 5334

Subje.ce matter: Pretest to determine student aptitudes in var us ar

Options:

Usage:

Program:

1. all students' scores

2. weak students' scores by iirea

3. total test analysis
4. indtvidual students

b4%\
Uses. Hours

Atal 719 191.7

Chanute 474 180.7

Non-Chanute 241 11.0

cha6901, -

ECS = 1500

,_____-

_ ----.'

object meter: Special.-POI Form with a sample lesson plan.

Examination of this routine revealed that no special

editor wos,peeded.
vrvation:

A

51



Table 2 con't

Program: chahelp
.ECS = 2914

Subject matter: Orientation to PLATO use for

Options: (table of contents page)

instructors.

.45

1. introduction
2. .writing test comments
3. entering students in a course

4. deleting students from a course"

5. assigning modules.

6. lesson sequencing
7. assigning block or shred tests

8., locating student statistics (i.e., grades)

9. notefiles (instructor and student)

'Usage Uses Uses

141

Hours

Total 155 7.9 (all by Chanute as of
October 20, 1976)

Program: chal32
ECS = 4147

Subject-matter: Data on courses and ISD work.

Options: 1. data by branch\
2. data by type of course
3. percent completed
4. completed courSes
5. all courses
6. add new courses
7. scheduled courses
8. overdue courses and courses due next 60 days

Usage:
1 '

Uses Hours

Total 344 17.8
Chanute , 191 11.3
Non-Chanute 153 6.5
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Table 3:- Tests

Program:- blockt001
ECS = 3250

Atv
Course: 'SPV Subject: block x

Subject 'tatter: ample of a tyilecal'block test (there were approximately

foc
15 of these block'tests on-line as of November 3, 1976).
Questions on a variety of topics which the student had
to learn by self-study outside the classroom.

AO*

Observation: Very 'easy for instructors/supervisors to read other (

cOMMefitS and write their own in this lesson, even for
someone with limited experience. on the PLATO §ystem.

Usage: Uses 'Hours

Total 14' 0.7 (all by. Chanute)

Program; shred511a
ECS = 3746

06 .

Subject matter: Block test.for common course segment (this is asample
of 23 block tests_now on-line).

Fodc- block exams for the portion of the course tommon
to the four shred (i.e., the portion of the SPV for
'which the PLATO lesson materials were developed) are

-.*
on-line andhave been used. Following the six week
common course segrftent, the students were given instruc-
tion in their owik specialty in each of the four shreds.,
Block exams during this specialized training period
are called "shred exams". At thd time of,the itter-
view, all six of the "D" shred blocklexams were on-line,--
and in use. They'had been. put up gradually, or at
leSst not simultaneously.' The "B" and. "C" shreds
each had two, exams to go onlirie right away and two
more coming soon. The "A" shred had notbeen revised
by ISD, and hence its-block exams Would not be on-line.

Observation:

Usage:

/

Uses Hours v',

Total. 81 -7.2 . (all by Chanute)
,

**)

1.-1.
.
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,............../1._

Program :,

...., ........ -,..

r
,

ill
Table 4:. Test Results andAnalysis ..

i

spgrades (formerly "cha90")

ECS = 2524 (formerly =. 3267)

.4. Subj," rrtr : Block test results (names, "items missed; score).

1

. t

. I.
414

Optiori( Is:

Observation:,

Usage:

o

a.

r

1. see data by.class
. 2. see data by test
3. see data by student

4. zero data .
5. 'update

,

The above options show how easy it was to exdtaine
and reinitialize the roacording of data, even for a

novice .instructor. -

?,.

Total
Chanute
Non-Chanute

%._

Uses Hours

496 16.7 f 1

276 9.8 ,,)

220 r 6.9

w

1
ar

.. '
tz .

-

.. .
)

\
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- ' Refe ces for.Chapt
.

' ..,

4 ' 7 0 -
gERL. Deionstration and evaluation ofthePLATO IV computer -base

..

-. 'ed6. cation sYetem. Urbana,41141..i sity,of Illinois, Computawdr=

, 4, ..,....4' .-14.:, , .,

based EduCation Research Laboratory, 1976.
..-

.

'

4
04 6

..,' Dallman,'Brian.`PLATO IV 'progress report for Chanute test site,
114 --` .,

,1Nov - 30/4604: AFB, IL, November, 1974.

Dallmin,' Rrian.
.

,Instr nal materials developmdWat the Chanute
' .- .

.
.1 r VI ,.

t

PLATO IV te.st site: Process, ipsue,s; trand con aint8. AFHRL/ATC

,.. il
.-L--7-Joiht PLATO JV Evaluation Repdre No 3. Chanute AFB Ill.:

. - 4 .

..0
.W

:
June, 1975a., -

,.,i- 4

.Ballman,lx..ian. .PLATO IV progress report for Chsrluee test site, 4
. #,. ,

...

4...';1Apr7$.-- 31/4ay7,5. Cliandte AFIL:I114 June, $975b.
.... iir, vo , 4

Klecka, J. IA. "A survey of Chanute lesson development techniques".

CtlaPter 3 of this report.

. .
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CHAPTER 3: A SURVi`COF &HAWN, LESS-ON DPELOPMENT TiCCIQUES

. .-',

... -Abstract d

.. .

4A survey6 he process of lesson revision and development at
.

'Chanute AFBwas considered important ta determine ips effects on the

-ilii

,-

. . .

lessons and the pedaggical impact of theftcomputer-bised education
.

s

materials. fight representative lessons were selected }by a Chanute

,

evaluator. In the `course of revision, these lessons were/sub ected to
.

.
. A

a.sAties of ,modifications by Chanute staff members ta- iasur their

Ai= -

validation. when used by military.students. 4-1 MTC evaluator prepared an'
-,- .

.

--,

in-dlpoiltanal;sis of the "beforenaqnd "afteruoversions of each lesson
. *

.., ,

'.to ascqrtain the changes and'eheir impact. Evaluatort at Chanute were '.'

V - 1
. , s

.

given raft versions of the report for their cAinment's'which were included
....

.

'Ailte,?inal version. .

..

. . , .

, .

56
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Art

Background and Objectives

Ine.roduction

' .

51

This is a study of the changes made between two series of Chanute
.

lessons: an early and a later series. The first series consisted of

lesians before validation had been attempted, but after trial stedents

had been An and after initial lesson

second series itaided these same les

elopment had been halted. The

after they had undergone revi-

sion, whepe necessary, based on student data. The revisions were lede

by'Chanute,staff to increase the likelihood that they would validate:

i.e., tha't .90% of the students would get 80% or better on the end of

lesson test.

:The objectiveaof this report are two7fold:

1) to ekamine the lessons'to ascertain what changes
,*have;been made, and

111

p

., 2) wto determine the iAimpact of the changes on student
perP0mance. ,

( /
i'A more thorough discus'sion.af the inglividual lessons can be found in

1 2,

An Overview of Ch4riute
,

Lessons, MTC report #10. The au or assumes that,or

the reader has re4d or has available that report since it will,be referred

$

to- occasionally (4,greafter called the Overview).
,

- , VMethod'of Approac - ,

9e,

TheSe analys s compare two versions, of eight lessons: one version

. early. in its developmental process and another version whiCh had,been

modified over approximately 9 months, including 6 months use lily's total

5

of abdut 150 students.. See Appendix I fOr details.) The'ways in which

each version differed were noted and eiraluated. By this procedure some

49
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0

, , .....

ii?''

,

insight can be gained into the rev sion process used to improve the

/ - I.

f and' intoprobability p valldation and into theprocess of lesson development
. -.

a

as practiced in the ChanUte PLATO project.'

The type and ,quantity of changqs.were by no means uniform

some ckce..Lthe modif.ications were of ticiofiimportance, perhaps even

-
negligible: In'ethers there were pignificant structural and pedagogical

,

remodelings. As might be expected, the latter'Will be.explored in

. .

greater detail since_they have had a greater impace on the achievement

-,of lesson objectives.1 Throughout this chapter; the lessons- will be

referred to by a name and number, e.g., "1:70"M-indicates the pre-

4

validation version whibe4IPTO"(2) indicates the yost-validation-version.
-4.

,

. II'the lesson on the. Power Take-off unit.

As part of tl)e formative development of this report, draft co iers
.

.

were.submittedto the evaluators and authors it Chanute. Addition And

'corrections were included in the repoit at appropriate places.

addition the Chanute evaluatbr's comments are included at the end of

this report.

A

5c

I

A

i



Analysis '

ti

General Comments

In all lessons ut I:PTO"(2), the structural alitg did not warrant

a new detailed-aiag (i.e.,, flowchart). These diagrams (not included with

- 53

.

this report) were-used extensively for this and other Chanute reperts;

notably the Overview. For more !leans on this and other subjects

mentioned here, that report should be consulted..

One observation is in.order at this point. The lessons in the

.

second series Share an indexed linear format '(exceptiror "emia0dp"(2)

which is'basically non-indexed). The modular approach is a later addition

to the instructional design of the lessons. In most cases, the lessons

are now,orgadized in such a way that the student can choose 'when he is ito
-

,

do each Section. This.is an important move toward increasing the

individualization of the alesson.

Specific'Comments-

"PTO"(1) and (2). Since the copy of "PTO"(1) available to the

-reviewer was not compl4g, the revised form, "PTO":(2),* Was analyzed in ;some

.'

detail, :More extensive remarks may be made aboUt this lesson thab abogt .-

,.

they otheis in this series because of the lack of previogs commentary.
.

"Starter"(1) -and (2): The lesson "starter"(4} was also available'
4P f

only ix an incomplete folk, The later version, "starter"(2), while
4

, differing in many aspetts fits predecessoNighowed onlly minor strud-
.. ,

1

tural differences. CoisequeT these did not warrant a new schematic;

,

they will beimentioned in the discussion Of organization ("intra-lessoS4).

i

1
"Starter"(1) had only a superstructure_which walk not'filled,in; and

"PTO"(1) displayilted the beginnings of a whole lesson; these did
t

not pOssess
1.

.

0
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the usual characteristics,' i.e. ob4tittive, index, end of lesson test,

im

etc. to make it even eligible for analysis.

4
k

41.
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Inter-lesson

55

.
I

Commelitts, 7..9rlanizatiop

,....

"Bypass test" option. The most significant organizational change in

these,lessons is" hethe all but one of the lesIns,of the

option eake the end of lesson test immediateW upon entering the

lesson. This "by-pass" test option'is now available only in "diesel!'(4),

:
,

and
,--

aits availability may be n overSig rather than a deliberate design

feature. Consequent ly. the student must now go through the whole lesion

before he is allowedtto take the end of lesson (i.e., validation)' test.

,
Acing to Chanute staff, this change was originally 'made tp

.

.

. .

,furnish adAtional v'alitlatpn data. It was. allowed remaln,:afte;
i

1 .---

van tion betause it was.decided that there was no advantage to saving

the time of the good student in the group-padid usage. Also, students

selected ehe by-pass option repeatedly to dboidttakintthe whole

I

reason; if they did not pass, they were cued to be especially attentive 1

..
to certain portions of the lesson.and may have neglected other areas as

a consequence. The Option was removed, rather than re -coded to allow
.

only one attempt at the end of lesson test. _Apparently few students

passed the test as an option. Thus it was felt that the students'

time would be better spent.in)going through the lesson rather than

7, making repeated attempts at the by-pass test.

"Teaching points". A noteworthy addition to each lesson is the

presence of a detailed outline available to an author (NOT a student)

from the page stating the objective. This o utline is much more detailed

than the brief one found in the ex to the lessons:' In only two

4

, 1100
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lessons ("driveshaft" ctriand 1. city") are directions given forlibe

.

(

accessing' the teaching points; in the others was discovered by an
, *

examination of the coding. The reason Chanute ISD (instructional-

system development staff stated for not allowing access of these'

"points" was that "the student will eventually see the information in

I

the teaching points when he takes the lesson." The reviewer feels that

the Usefulness of the teaching points to the student-may bg substintiO
--- . .)

And should at te* be investigated. (See Appendix IV and "General

comments: Components" of the overview.)

.
Other new material. In some cases information is presented in the

4

:

second series of lessons tha does not appear in the earlier versions. ''

Doels of such occurrences it be found in the. section on "new'Oaterial".

The information presented inathai section was not felt to be significant

enough to chap the organizatiOn of the lesson in any substantial way,

and thus is not included in thefollowing discussion ("General comments:

Intra-lesson").

4 4,

Intra-lesson

A few specifics on signi,ficant'organizational ed:

"starter"(2)

Thelarge help section. of "starter"(1) ha.5 been broken up
into convenient -sized sub-sections. Ulese'are listed an

anjndex page and"can now be chosen at w1.1 by the students.
They can go directly to a specific topic and need not
wander around in one large section as before:

....... The individual section pre-tests (i.e., section .by-'pass
tests) have become end'of section tests', and there is no
option available.for taking them in lieu of going through

the particular section. /

Of the ehht lessons examined, only-"starter):(1 ontained.

such section pre-tests. .

4
).
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"transm4ssion"(2)

The index page i s more useful: it_now appears at the

beginning of the lesson, instead of thE end as in "trans-

mission"(1). Also the students haVe a choice as to when

each section will be done.

"PTO" (2)

P. This is a very short ltifon on transfer cases, sprag\enits,

and power take -off units. Each subject area is contained
in a separ ate module which can'be taken at any time. The

-end of lesson test can be attempted only after all three
sections have been completed.

.The remaining lessons are virtually identical to the earlier versions .

as far as their organization-and structute are concerned. In other

sections within this review, speciffic comments will benade where the

lessons differ from their predecipsors.

. r-'

S
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7.

Specific Comments

Teaching to a1 Objective

pll cases the objective has remained the same:* to pass the end of

lesson test with more thin 75-80% accuracy,.
1

in "starter"(2), thit bjec-
'

tive is Stqted, although it was n "starter"(1). The accomplishing

of the, objective is based solely on passing aqlend.of Lesson test. As in

the Overview, -much attentimntwill be given to the end of lesSon test

and to Wle factors affecting the student's successful completion of it.

. Terminology

The Overview proVidei an extensive analysis of this subject,

As far as the current report is concerned, "tranimission"(2) is the only
o

lesson to show appreciable changes in this category. (SeeAppendix VI

for details.) Usually themcomext In which the key terms/concepts appear

must still be used,for explanatory purposes. There has been no signifi-

cant shift -in emphasig toward rigvrous'definition of terminology in the

later series.

Interaction

a

In general the amount and type of interaction is very'similar in

both sets of lessons. Howevei a few questions have.been"added or-rephrased '

sat will be mentioned because they relate to the items on the end of

lesson.test.. Frequently the phrasing change or addition brings the

ion moreclosery in line-with test items seen later. Comprehension
t

1
However, the criterion for a lesson that was not part oG the group.

of eight examined in this report, Engine Lubrication System,.was relaxed
during revisionffrom 7 of 8 (88%) to 6 of 8 (75%).

.s/
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of the questions may also be improved by this remodeling.

these are as follows:

."emission"(21

xemples of

One multiple choice question has been added: it is on-a topic reiaLed to*the subject matter stressed in a
previous' question--air flow around the draft tube in a
non-positive crankcase ventilating system.

. The author rephrased a completed question concerning
the location of the entrance poin.t.for'air in the
positive-open type of crankcase, ventilating system.
The old question; which the rephrase replaces, was very-
similar to a previous question. Thus the rephrased
question is, important because it eliminates a nearly
tredundantiue006and instead ewhasizes previously
unstressed knowledge.

"ttansmission"M

Four questions have been added: three of these cover
topies'for which there were previously no questions in
the body of.the lesson but which were covered inthe
test. The other addition is less significant because the
material it stresses is already covered by another question:'

"driveehaft"(2.)

4
A single question has been reworded so that it now relates
to material in one, of the test items.

./ -

"electricity"(2)'
1

One question has been changed from an open-ended fill-in
("What would you call the smallest piecthat would still
be the same kind of matter?--any good guess will' do)" to
amirhetorieal question ("What is a molecule? "). .A discus-
sion of that subject area then follows.

. In general the questions added or remodeled are ditectly related to

items On the test and apparently stress important concepts.

.'Visual Presentation

IA the majority of cases the,graphie displays and other aspects

of the visual presentation have remained the sirtMe in the second get of ,

11%

--

'\
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lessons. However a few changes can 111 detected:

"emission'1(2)

One small change is evident in that two small phrases
are underlined which stress an important component of
one of the crankcase ventilating systems that is
reviewed on the end of lesson test.

"starter"(2)

Frequently the text deScrAing a slide is superimposed
over the colored portion of the fiche-, making it diffi- JO
cult to read the text. This is the case,whether the
old, or new fiche is used. Alsosin some cases it isvery
difficulf^to discern what the slide.is presenting:
there is no lettering on the fiche indicating what Is .

being seen. Upon reading the above comments in June/
July 1976, thsoChanute staff replied that they felt all'

such problems had been corrected by reprogramming and
by production of'a new fiche. N\However,the reviewerre-
checked the lessons and found fany of the problems
still in existence. - _

e

"diesel'.' (2)

Replacement of a mediocre and .tedious graphic at'the
beginning (4..e., somethiqg like a cross between a
computer, and a stock repck-t'ficker tape, perhaps an
attemptat humor?) with a slide of a diesel engine.
Even the author realized the dgipact of the original

Since he allowed the NEXT key to break through the

"electricity"(2). .

,...._,./
3 -

V

f Important terms/concepts in several anits of text are
'stressed by the use of all capital letters.

.

,. , )
,

Thus these changes appear to be perceptible Attempts at heighteOng the
... .

visual impact of.the CBE presentation.

Feedback

04.

Some changes in feedback can be noted here:

"emission".(2)

b

.
In one unit the new terial that once appeared inthe.feed-
back position, althoug of properly feedback, now appears in

separate unit/frame. (More details on this placement ef
new material in section on,"feedhack" in the Overview.),

_

ins
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"starter"(2) -

, .

"Throughout this lesson the answer is given 'in the feed-
back after three incorrect tries. This enables ttO
student to move on without halting his prOgress when

(

he Is unable to proceed (although this technique may
encourage'a 'careless attitude in the student and thus
has some hazards).

"transmission " (2)-

In one'unit new materJl is taken from the feedback
position, though it too really wasn't feedback; and put -"

into a separate unit/frame. U new'material is presented,'
to the student at'the-time he is given or is expecting
feedback, he may pass over it 14ghtly and thus may miss
valuable information. This seems especially likfly to
happen, if the student his been exposed-to.intimidating
or abusive feedback inn Otihe*Ife,ons..

Tests

The end of:lesson testsre the sole criteria for accomplishing

'the,objnctiVe in these,lessons. There' has been considerable remodeling

of these tests, as seen in the comments below:'

"emisSioni*2)
1 - .

Two questions on the test have been rephrased-for'clarity.
See Appendix III for more/-nformation on this subject.

t. 1

"starter"
, -

The original end of less.= test in "sta'rter"(1) lids been

:Iri

made e end of lesson review containing seven multiple
choic questions. The neWtest is. the familiar ten- i

item Matching drill. From-a subject-matter point of vfewl,
the original test seemed more difficult and may have also
been a! mote valid test of the objectives. ..--

t * o

i

vitransmissliori"(2)
, . .

1

The scoring procedure should be mentioned since it
diff r$ froth t at in the previous version. In "trans- '

missi
It.

"(1) the correct and incorrect answers were shown
1

atter,the test was graded: Npw there is no individual
sto rig, but the student is given refreher informatiOn
oh uestions he missed: brief. ..periphrases of previously

seenmaferial or the material itself is shown again.

67
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:Then the student is taken back to the index page with
specific gectionssmarked_that musl,be completed before

h4i can retake the whole test. This is another variation

on the forced feview technique, which be be effective

as a pedagogical device. ,

"-diesell(2)
- .

At several places in,the text there are stpong hints
that.certain items should be remembered Hence though
the test itself has not changed, its difficulty has
possibly been-Preduced: 'Fox more on this, see Appendix II
to this'report.

1.

"drive shaft" (2)
*

Only two of the ten questions on the end of lesson test
are the same as in "drive shaft"(1). The interaction
in:the lesson now follOws more closely the information
requegted on the end of lesson test, although the %content
is roughly the same. 0

;

The following table is a survey of the changes made in the'relation-
,

0 ship of interaction and items on the test between the two series of

4

lesson s. ,The percentagf indicatese number of teat items that havLbbeen

previously covered via interaction in the body of the lesson. example,

in tte case of "...starter"(2), there is at least one paraphrase question in ''

text fon everyluestion on th-endroffiesson test. It was not
11,

considered necessary'to make a separate listing for those instances where

a question onthe end of lesson test was anticipated by more than one
1

question in the body of the lesson. The benefit was thought to be

problematical.

Related observation." In the reviewers opinion, the reading

ability, difficulty of quegtions, length lof lesson, etc. gay have an

impoitant effect on the performance'of the students: "driveshaft"(2)
Ir

is very brief (about 20 frames). Thus even if the percentage is not

high, the student may do better than expected if the same material

e
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. Table 5 .

. -
. 1 ,i

. . t 4it' - .

''t , Percentage of.. Test Items Covered via. Intetraction4 . *' . .4-

11.
Les-son Veraion11) < Change VersiOnO>

J
. it

emission 40% +30% 70%

starter 20% 480%
a

. O0%
PO

t ransmtss 40%' +50% 90 %

diesel 30X° +20% 50k °°0 *
*a.hydraulics 100% 1 0% 100%

drive shaft . '40% +30X 70%
,

, .
. 7 '

, PT.() ,
...._.. 40%a.. ..: '1

N. \

electricity . .. - k5% 1

".
...85%electricity

s ...
. .

,
.

a ,, -, ...This .inclUdee one ,question,on the fest not covered ...
at all via interaction Or text, Examination of the.' test'
-tesul,ts shows*that the performance of the students on this

ce on.othe* '4quesion' was about the same -as itieir perfo
efst. questions! ')

.--- ', - . .

. ,..,.4
1'were e ded a longer. lesson' so thic short-term tretentiott would not

..

be
... .. , ,

the m cSor performance on the test. .4

. . . ,

- It should be mentioned that this is ,not presented AS any definitive4 ..
4.judgemeiirolilesson quality: It iS,kikely that -the questilinsaien the

7 . ,, .end of lesson tests were modified in in :attempt td make them easier so ,i,---'-,.....-
,,

'.

a

that studitas -could pass the tests and the -lestons would varidate. Also
a

the reviewer ties no way of determining what was iphsidered (). riot knowledge,

for the students' iti going through the lesson. Thus someeterms end/or

concepts may lite familiar to the class and may not have, been streAsed due

to th is prior exposure. Consequently the students Snswer the test
.
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qugeti,pns even without their being pre-teSteg. dn.this way, actors
,

,
- . ,

. . ..

outside t e boundarigs-bf.the fesop, may play an important role in the- .

, 'success 1-e-Sson 'as A pedagogical whole.

fli 41140 . ,

,

Coding.
^

Major 'problems.

"drive Shaft"(2)

Ori.ihe index age, if a student presses any key other that':
the ones allow (i.e., a, b, c; of; e,) an execution error
occurs: the'student's progress throug the lesson is
intetrupted,and he is summai i1y delete This error wag
NOT present in "drive shaft"(1)P

4W
Minor problems.. Some minor pYoblems were discovered in th.e_course of

-

preparing the individual reviews. In general, it is tilpolicY in this
4

report to list only ,changes that ,have been made from the yftvions series.

.

However in this section on coding, uncorrectebrrors,are significantN.
.44' ' * ._

'since they,,mey aftect,,student,progress through the lesson. Thus they will

s .

. be noted here when they have begn passed gn Unchanged- from the early i

. version. A more extensile desciipttlin or coding problems in general in the
... 1.4I .

Chirte lessons is ayailable'in the Overview.
I .

1°

11W ?..There is only partial erasure of a questiop when forced ,review is done for an ihcorrect response. This s
uncorrected from previous version,.

" .4e.

"Press NEXTs" appearMin the unit ii-1'which the 'percen-
tagetage of cor ;ect answers on te4Cappears. This is uncor-
rected froritirrev:idus version:,

.

Specific examples.
adjwi

"emission"(2) I

I

I

.An omission of a.Critical commancOn certain crinteAts
may lead to-an'in.advectent retuerto the beginning of
the leSson and logs of about 15 -20 minutes work. This
is uncorrected from previous, version.

"
V

J

;
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A. "starter"(2)

'Because of some fa ulty coding,, part of the section on

"Contral Circuits" is not functional. tue. to the
unfinished condition of "stafter"(1), this probleM
could not be detected in the early version.

"transmission"(1)

me minor non erasure and overprinting ,occurs,. especially
the feedba position. This is uncorrected trom-

41eviqus vers ..

"diesel"(2)

Some minor overprinting of, lines of text, occurs. In one

case a Slide is available via LAB but its, availAbility
is not indicated Cor the student. This is untdrretted
from previous version. .

Y 1 I

d "hydraulics"(2) .

41

,
The forced review for wissing a d.0.11,.item now work's:

it was' optional in "hydraulics" (1)1Xue to it minor. coding
;,problem. In the same drill wherf.thestudent missed an

A
item three tines, the correct Answer appears, but,it is
print'd over a subsequent item the drill. Thus it ,

'is difficult to read thecorreit answer.. Thig is
,

uncorrected from previous version.
N.

"drive shaft"(2)

At various places in ale lesson, eece is a long wait for
the student white special characte are loaded: this.

impedes the pi-ogress of the student. 'ire are fa total of
,,six possible loadAngs of special chtractera whic'h must
occur beforeoithe whole lesson is completed. Hymeroug (?)
commedts ,"PLATO has now prefiere0 some strokes.")
attempt to f ill irk the delay. This is the same as in

' 'previous version;
,

"PTO"(2)
r :

Dile to the unfinished condition of "1,To-(0, all of the
fallowing are new problems.

A frame seemingly designed as An introduction (as deter-
mined both by its content and it's...nameMtre') is in ow

fact *visible to all' st4lents excel$t those who 'fail a
particular question. Then they areNenti batk to this unit
as part of a forced review.

F r 4.

#
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"IF
4

. . '
. ,

.
Oneqbestion requests the student tO name tw% kinds of ')

transfeicqses but the judging tquence will count tither
qhalf of he answer as completely correct. A very minor ..

i, changei ndicAtea in the pant-out,lwifl prevent This froM
occurring.

.4
.

.

, ,
0/.

. . .

A 'PUSS NEXT" appears at the bottom of i>he page hitt a
...

student response must be made, before the student can
-,

mote on Ecom this place. In essencethe NEXT, key is A.,
...

non-functional at `this point, and ,the directions cap.
cobfse the student.

.

- . -....4.

"eleetricity"(2) .. , , : . ,k

. .
. - 1.1.

`Pressing, LAB at one ,point takes the student baek"te the :, ' -

beginnindlpf .the test. At that point,the directions in ogle/

large letters, "DO NOT PRESS NEXT",'OVe"rprint on 'Press -.
.....

,NEXT-" in'normal size writing. -,Thrg is a new piobleme

Sumny.6 o11-Code
A

. 1
I

-Thus evid that some.problems; most not Of a.serious'natute
.

..

reMainin thest ressonsl These errors gy,pror to be aa I
tuisance or a %

...

source of confus on oo students wprki through the lesson. Of :the-minor
,.

ft 4
.

Alt.

problems, nose would require east
.

rexorking of the code to correct. r41\
A ,

. . N .

.

Indeed some problems, such As the overprinting in "erectricity"(2) above,.

4P
had been corrected as of September 1975, when Varian copies of iii block ,

directory pages were made for these lessons.

As part -of, the overall"evaluation of.Chaaute lessons, the MTC staff -.-

has monitored e,use of Akese lesons aC.Chanyte and at ParklAtd College.
. IIS, ' ,

We were somewha surprised to 'find that execution,error4 were still , ,

1941111M.
occgrring:afbirblessons had been used by several hundred dents.' Unde4- . .

. .

,N-. 6
,

0

ordinaiy Circumstances, 20-50 students should diSdover all errors. .'

Although a number of the ,Problem4 rpo4ked by MTC staff have been fixed.,
:

. ! l r % IsoipeMaye,reetled and continue to -cause execution errors fqr other 9
. . ... ,

. .
-

' 4'
.

A 4. ...

attedents.- MinOt problems of vetprinting can 'be excused by insufficiept

. .

-. '.

).

.. li
, , I 'i'

. , 0
, .mffi

tt

I

o
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(

manpgwer to "polish" the lessons', bUt more. difficult toidxplain

4 .

away more serious Problems'that interrupt progress itr the lesson.

New material

1 span amount of ,new material has been added to4Plese.
P

mast cases Wgonsists of "teaching
,

and rephrasing of.some items, of feedback-. ,These have already been
-V

discusSedikrrthe Overview (sections on General Comments: Components,

1

Specific" Comments:'. InteraCtjon and Feedback.) In some 'cases, whole units
11'

points:11: reworkings of
,11V

old questions,

of new information havebeen'added:
at

"transmissioil"(2)

.

'A small arigt containing hew material on the torque converter
and fluid coupling been inserted-here.

0"

ti

t,

DU to the unfinished
material here iS new.

I
.

.

, .

slaty of "FT0"(1),

1

almost all the

p
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SIlmmary and, Conclusions
. .

the various categories of specific comMktts'can be s

follows:
A

1). The by-pass pption has. Been'eliminated in, all bit One,
of 'these lessons--°trahsmission"(2).

'2) The oblect-ives Of these lesSOns ha;:re not-changed;

ized as

40) The amount of interaction Specifically reed to the
, °end of lesson tests has increased.

. ,
-4 I.'

,4) With certain notable, exceptions, codknimproblems have
.

4111, ceased to be an important factor in thc,,se later lesSons.
. . .. .

,

,, _ , , *

."5,) In several ca w materialshas.been removed from
the feedbac position and put into' new separate units.

All lessonsare fully operational and h ave their full
complement -of complete unj.t41

.
-

,

,

Basedon qe way that these eight lessbns changedofw their pre-

validation to their valOated form, one can characteri74ithe_process6 of
ow

revision to improve validation capability as follows:

k
4

1) Lessons which validated quickly were not appreci4bly
changed; typically "only cqding eerWS'were CoTPected:

II 4

0

2) tong lessons
IF

which'did nor validate quickly were divided
into2-4 pieces. (This information is based in pArt on

, conversations with Chanute staff autlfors and data not

0

found in the ttght,lessoT examined in this report0

1... ,
,

3) In generals the abjetti/e or crIteria were not changed,
.

.

4
r,. ,

4) By'lOoking at item results Wm the endof lessonets,
.

questions wfth,consistently low performance walkeliden-'
. tified. In some cases, these items"Or the whole tests

were rewritten;..in Most cases, information to aid AuL
dent performance c4 those items was stressed inithe body

Ak
'of 'the lesson. Emphasis was provided by giving the Siu.:

; ,

1

dent questions similar to-those On the end of lesson fest,
4

,

,
When an item was already covered wlTh a,question in, the
body of the lesson, the feedback Warne,1 the student to
remember the answer for the test. , -

6

.r
0

1
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< #
5) When the student was having diffic

question in the body of the lesson
important terms were accented with
-display techniques.

6) Indices were provided to allow the
snd some lessons 'were reorganized,
the flow of the lesson.

ulty answering the
, correct answers and
various special

student self reviews',

possibly to improve

7) Minor problems--such asoverprintingilLseveral layers
Of text, partial erasures, or son -funiltonal instruc-
'tions to he student --are not fixed unless they signi-
ficantly interfered with the student's pio/ress.

8) Execdtion errors
of student use.

ft%

2

still occur after more than one year

*4,

141)

4.14,

7 r
,

4,

11.

11:
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1

I) Many chAlges were imposed to attempt standardization
of lessons (written prior to June 1974). During Isp
development, most effort was expended on rasw lessons;

',the, prepared lessons were not modified until Alida-.
Lion. .

a

Observation from Chanute

Many changes were.the result of the initial use of Toor
. programming techniqueS.

3) , From the Chanute evaluator's observations of the effort'
and others, it seems implicit to the instructional pro-
gramming philosophy that students will learn in spite
of'the techniques used. Cimsequently the importance of
validation techniques--when considered as a group--lay

4 in the,debugging of a lesson, making it usable for the
majority of students. Though it seems like heresy to
observe cases Of

a. reduced standards,
b. cuing students to test items,_
c. dividing lessons to facilitate validation,
d. pretest item practice, and
e. reduction in item difficulty,

, k
a perjorative impact on lesson peiformance outcomes'
was not,noted. Validation techniques are arbitrary in

.
many cases, acid theref ilore can be flexible, for the end
result is a viable product. 4 .

r lik

a
I

r

9

, a- ,

, .
;....

..
't2

T le evaluator .is now speaking of.thelend of lesson test1--Aiously;
hese should improve--rather he referi to the block

..

.

exams, inst, ruMVi.or

assessment, field evaluation, etc.

41 if

O
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Upendix The Eight Chanute' Lessons Selected

.emission(1)

starter(1)

transmission(1) $.

diesel(1).

hydraulics(1)

drive shaft(1)

1

= mtccl

= mtcc2 '

3

=*4tcc4

("7

.power take off PTO = mtcc7

electricity(1) =,mtcc8
k

4

4

emission(2) = mtcc,10

starter(2) 1= nitcc11

transmission(2) = mtccl2

diesel(2) = mtcc13

hydraulicS.(2) = mtc614

drive slift(2) = mtcc15

PTO (2) = mtccl6

electricity = m&c18

fa.

71
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Appendix II: Stressing of Eno of Lesson Test Items

via Interaction in "diesel"(2)

The following table gives information on.the relationshipf

interaction to test items'in one particular lesson. This lesson was

chosen because of the, particIllar way in which test items are stressedr.

in Itie,bpoldy of thAesson. EaCh "X" represents one occurrence of the

designated characteristic. The sitessing of 4pformation can be divided

9
into specific catpgorfes:

=. percentage of students- answering question correctly

.(79 cases total)

ilt

..,
% .

i/a(dir) = virtually identical questions in the body of the lesson
t

, .

i/a(indir) = related question/answer stressed by interaction

text information for answer provided in text, but pot
emphasized

f/b = answer to this question provided in the feedback to
another question

blatant 1 = feedback to a question gives "Remember this for test."
It appears in "emissi "(2) but NOT in "emission"(1)

11110-

blatant 2 strong warning in text: "Don't forget.(this)" and4r
answer set off from normal text via unus401 positioning

or special characters. It also appears in the later
version of "emission" only.

14,

7C
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i/a('dir) (i/a(indir) text f/b7 blatant 1 blatant 2

1 109 . X

2 85 X X X

3 99 XX

4 94

5 75
r-

X
A

6 71 .
?(

7 90 xx .to

A

89 X. 4

9 85 4:

10 .85

summary of and conclusions to be drawn froth Appendix Ii:

1) .Extra assistance is provided an the form of strong
hints to remember certain bits of data.

0
2) Some of the answers to test items appear at oblique

places in the lesson (i.e., within textual passages or
in related questions)..

As mentioned above, somepare hinted at so strongly
it is as, if they were stressed before the studea sees
.them on,thefinal test.

s 4

4) . Two of the questions (415 and #6) are given very heAvy
stress by the,use-af4strong thus their percentage ,

correct figures barhave been inflated.

119

IP
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Appendix IIJ: Modifications of Test Items ff "emission"(2)

There are two tests: a final quiz (no longer equal to a by-pass

test) and an end of lesson test. The fOrMer is Unchanged; in the ipd of

lesson test however, there is-a slight rephrading of two questiohs which

makes for claiity a less conlusion for the student looking for'the

right answer. Comparison may help to show what has been dyne

to improve the precision of the questio s asked. First the questions from

"emission"(1):

2. Component that uses
engine vacuum to draw
gasses from grankgase
intake manifold.AL

Y. Vane-type rotary

1411 PCV

a. air pump"

In #2, the phrasing is misleading: it is actuaLly,the vacuum that operates

the pcv valve; the valve does not "use" the vacuum. ;n.thefol00bwins

question, there is a problem: another possible ma1,4h, "H.- air injeqpion,"
. .

I would be just as likely a choice, and as cX,Erect, as the one allowed,
4

- "a. air,pump."
. .\

She followin are the,corrected versions:of the questions as well

r

..111.1

. ' as the change, in, the phrasing of thercorc:ct answers: .

I ,
.

2. ,Valve that is operated d. PCV valve
by engine vacuum and ,

draws gasses from the
4 lir.

°crankcase to intake

.
. manifolk

b.

. .

3. Type of pump used on air 'a. Vane type
..-7--,-- .

.

t injections system, rotary pump

a

.1s

0

4
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The author Seems to.be aware of the original vagueness in the.questions
. . . )

in
%Iemissiqn"(1) and has taken steps to correct the probletn. Also

the appearance of "valye"'and "pump" in'boN the description and the

desired answer is a strong prompt.

,"

Results. The rephrasing of the two questions and the addition of

a question, as mentioned fn the section On intersection, increases the

totalNpf test items previously stressed .4y interaction to 70% in

"emissions(2).

4

s.

$

141
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Appendix IV:

'41

Teaching Poillis

The following is at table listing the occurrences or absence of a
-..

section called "teaching points" that appears in som4,:of these fesSons.

v.

If present, the section is only accessible to an author, NOT a student,

vialbtalt the appropriate place in the lesson. In some cases,
..-

directions are given asOto,its presence. In others it must be discerned-

from an eXaminatlon of the 'printout.

a

-
-.LessoYfr

AIL
Present? Directions given?

, .

emission(I) , no A

emission(2) yes a yes .

starter(1) no -7--

searter(2) ) yes _.

transmission(1) no
.1,

transmission(2) yes no

di'esel(1) li no,
..

dfes;k42) yes

hydraulics(1) no
.

hydratftes(2) yes no

drive shift(1) . ie,no

drive shaft(2) ,yes no

PT0(1) 'I% no

PT0(2) . yes
,

... .

electricity(1) yes

electricity,(2) yes

I.

*Mb

4

no

yes

A-

no

no

no

1

JI a

4.11'
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' Appendix Les'abtiS Reviewed 'for. this Report Available

*

-Lesson
- ,

eMis sron'
-

°starter.

.

;

a.

in a-'.'f,ixed" acid "unfixed" Form
4., .

_ .; ,

"Fixed''f,and '"unfixed Lesson Names.'
3

-. Fixed' form-

...'mtc912.4
=cal Cha41

te

a

o

' I:infix:Ad form
A° 4 " , .

it .

ha3 ..÷ some material ch.a^63.4 , .
s, 0 ..

:
, Atransmission,

d*elsel

)1yOrrallliSS
.40

mtcc12

mtccl3

cha73'

*a14 send rof

-mtc.cf4 cha78 + some
r

cc- 'drive shaft ttI5
ro,

"P 7 C
chat3

.

power [aloe' off ,,' Entce16'- i cha815
.--

, , , , .'
r 0 . r, . ,' electricktr i. -istcc18, A ot".191. + other

,, 1 ''. as ses.tions:. . to , , -.
it,, , . ; .. - '

4?

les.Sob test in chal3.

4'ntaterial Pin cha86/84

r

lessor s Hated), in Inderx
,cha.37';' 10.0,-and' 43

'e.. Lessons -irrWhih both -jortbs are b,l, 4'stme author. .
. ,,

a ,

4 , . ,
/ ' 3' ,

. . fs
, , . ,-, 0.. ... 4 ' ?., 0 ,, ,

Fie answtrs to *the queStions;whi.cluglate strongly hinted at.. se0
. s,l .k * . r, ,

°..t.Aipkrtsclix. II) are fpunrl, in the,. "cha" led'ss:ti'n; thus';',eohmiessU-as to when trey ..

*A .c. . .
0 .e ,,, o ,

. . . .
ke. ,. 'v. (. , ,... ..,, , . 4. , i ..- ,,.,, 1 ,

k" were :inserted 'and' bow werlr 'students. performed Pk9n Atmiie To ,(Istoed iriedat a . 1.. , ,

. ,

. ' ,, .., 41,. ..
* c : ;.. 4 . .. * . ? . . .

t ..
records) pre di tf ictil t,. to ,correlate Mug to [lir; "nc5n.fixed",: gra te,,,of 4ige

' 1 .. 0 .' r 11' , ".
1 / ,,, /- /I ...

t

r

lesson.
0 , t 0 , _It %.. si , Sotne-, addittanal:icomments ro kedp-Phitlit4;*... ,. -4J-. - ' .-

.

- - 1Y,,b ti),e sequence
c

mOyeleent` of the, stiderie t from, tire
4, first "cha" lesson to'llip: of ti liar ar. ,j,uintlpu.t-',; ... ,-1 *
en . ir"4- ''' ' .r "

, . . i " ,? ..4*,- . . ,..1.- 4.....oser t,

' 7) -' illi. the "ChaT f4-ssonS, _have beets,ubjete4 tO frequenf
. 4 oi

rt
4

.

edielng so put; thsy,4te 140T.ex.act 'eql.klitatent.g0 t.
,rriic. 'count e4rpar , f

- 1, I
.

"IIe
A'

." I44$
.11,4 -

t
*'ut

r
A

t

.
. , . a . t

4. Irl
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Appendix VI: A_Sdrveiof Major'and.Minor ehanges'in tl4ese sons

_tirtsson

N
M

gt

0
.,

a
eg5
o

M f141441
m

' 41.1

tr

9
W.

....2
-o

W

. .!

, 4.)

M

a
o `

4-1

'M ,

o

w
emission.: ' A .

.

,

'

/

.. .

x

starter X . X .

1

0 x

x.
*transmission- X x

. j.,
X

rira.

X

.

:, , .

ieseldiesel.'4 x
r
,-..

,

risOw

.

.

.hydraulics AM
0 4

.- .

41
,

:,,,

.

.

.

,x

..
drive shaft ,---

! x

.

.
, X- ',

..

.

PTO , . X X

a '

X 6
.

x
I

X . 4 '4x

electricity
,

.

.

x

%

. $ -

'

.

x

.
.

E4 lanation:

- !

----1

.()
x = changes of major:importanme (one more)

' 4
trhIpges of minor importance

V'

Several changes were not noted because !they seemedOviously to be

the completion of previously unfinAshed work rather than modificativhs
-
46,, . .

based'om student usage. For example, the two le4soAs--"starterN2) on
,.....,

4 'PTO"(2) now have object4ves;teer vertIonOlitd not. 8t included
'

4111
'

two "across the board" changes affec ing esgentially,everylessOn:
-

..
.,--..

r :4 removal of by-pss test,i5, except for "diesel"(2), and addition of teaching -
...

. , . ,' ..

' points accessible to.instructors. .

r

. 8 4

.

J

4
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Conclusions: 0 % , .;

...,
-..

1 1.) "PTO" was.chanW con(idei'ably whilg "hydraulics" was
. - ielifively unmodified.

or It Oir. . ..'

2) "tarter" and.Ptransmission" reflected extensive changes
'while "diesel".and "drive.shaft" did not.
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